BHS Student Demands Presented on June 9th, 2020

1. Mandatory education on racism and layers of prejudices against black students for teachers, staff and all students
2. More black teachers to be hired and funding for AFAM studies department along with more support for black staff and students
3. Immediate action, education, and/or punishment for acts or remarks of racism towards black students
4. Proper education on our corrupt system to ALL students so we know what's actually waiting for us after HS; Law Enforcement Citizens Academy for all students to teach them what police officers can and can't do
5. History classes to teach about students the real stories of their ancestors and an analysis of institutional racism at BHS
6. Police Brutality and Murder teach ins from a historical perspective.
7. MURAL PROJECT Proposal

- In order to make a permanent mark in history of our community’s solidarity, action and alliance with the Black Lives Matter movement, we are proposing a mural project to the districts and administration of Berkeley to be made on the walls of Berkeley High and honor the black lives wrongly taken by police brutality. - We have the Administration’s support, but we need the district to approve!

   There will also be construction on both theaters on campus which, if the mural is approved would mean it may have to wait. However don't let that discourage you, take it as an extension. Black lives matter today, tomorrow, next year and forever